
. How many distinct straight lines can one form that are given y an 

quatio ar+by= 0, where a nd b are umbers trol the se 

0.1,2.3,4.5,6,71? 

(A) 63. 

(B) 57 

(C)37 

(D) 49. 

2. Which of the following sequences is not monotone? 

(A) a n - 371, 21. 

(B) a 3n- n, n1. 

(C) 4=log(G)", n21. 

(D) a7n n, n>1. . 

3. Let A= (1,-1). B = (-2,0), C = (1.2) and D be thr vertices of a 

parallelogram in the X-Y plane listed clockwise. Then the poing D is: 

(A) (41). 

(B) (-2.-3)

C) (3.0). 

(D-2. 1). 



e"sin27as 5n 

4 Lt f be the function on the set of real numbers defiied by 

Sinr cos r 
fr) = sin 27 cos 2r| 

sin 3r cos 3r| 

Then f'0) is 

(B) 0. (C)-1. (D) 2 
(A 

The periond ol the function given by J(r) = sin(g where r is 

Teal, 1s 

(D) 13 
A) t (B) (C 27. 

ST 
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A- () 
Let X denote tie transpoe of the matrix A. B = AAX', then 

N'BA equals 

(B) (C) N"AX (D) B. 
(A) 



7. Suppose 

j = 0,1,2,3, 1.2. 

k=i 

Then limn- ao(n)as(n) aln a2 equals 

(B) (C) (D) 1. (A) 0. 

8. Let S be the set of all 3 x 3 real matriees A = ((4.,) such that the matrix 

(a,) has rank one. Let R be the set 

R= {rank(A): A E S} 

Then R is equal to 

(B) {1,2. (C) {1.3. (D){1.2,3}(A) {1}. 

9. Consider the circles 

S1:r+ y + 4r + 2y -1=0, 

:+ 4r 4y + 4 = 0. 

Then the iumber ot common tangents of Si and S2 iss 

(B) 2 (C) 3. (D) (A). 1. 



10. Let A be the 3 3 matrix 

12 4 

Then the determinant of the matrix A" + A"- I is 

(A) . (B) 2. (C)-1. (D)6. 

11. Let m and n be nonzero integers. Dehne 

Am,n1r E R: n*r + 2020r* + ma = 0. 

Then the nunber o pairs (771, 7) tor which Ann has exactly two ponts 

1S 

(A) (B 10. (C) 16. (D) . 0. 

12. The set of all real solutions of the inequality 2|r| > lt- 1| is 

(A) {r:re -i}utrir >1). 
(B) {T:r> 

(C)l:-1 <r<!). 
(D {r:z< -I}ur :r >i 



Lets nd 7 be two non-empty sets andf:S-^Tbe a hunctin such 

thnt tor all subsets A and B of S, we have S(An B) = SA)nsB). 

T Tien 

A) There exists an A C S such that f "UA)) A 

() There exist disjoint snbets A and B of S such that 

fA)nSB) # 0. 
(Cis injective 

D) Noue of the above statements is tre 

14. Let S be the set of all 3 x 3atrices A such that among the 9 entries 

of A. there are exactly three U's, exartly three l's and exactly three 2 s 

The'number of matrices in S that have trace divisible by 3is 

AL580 B) GO0 (C) 150. (D) 120 

15. Let r1. fn E R be distinct reals. Detine the set 

A= ft):te R 

where forISkS n 

Jlt)= ia St, 
flt) o otherwi 

Then A contains

A) exactly n distinet elements. 

(B) exactly (n + 1) distinet elements. 

C) exuctly 2" distinet elements. 

(D) intinitely nay distinct elements. 



1t. Let A.Y De iudependent and lentically distrilatel ranedom viariairs 
wilh 

PLX = *) = (0.75)(0,25). PIy p-1) (o.19 

Then PX > Y) is eequal to 

(A) 0.5 (B) 0.1 (C 2 (Dj 0. 

PlXy) PlY 

17 Let A1.A2.. be independent and identically distributed Bint n.p) ran- 

dom variables. Defin 

S + X; ++ A. k =1.2. 

and let >0. Then as . 

(A) P(| u'|>) -0 for all p (0, 1, 
(B) P n|>)0 for all p= (0, 1 

(C) P i)0 wlen p= 1/2 
(D) P( -0 wie p = 1/2 

-

, 

«(-1 

18. Let X,Y have joint probatility odeusity fiuictiou 

ifr>0, 2uS4. 
TWISe 

Then E(AXY) is given by 

C)2 D 1 (B) 1 (A) 3. 



I9. Let A and Y be randon variables with V'(A) = 9 and V . Tlie 
Wieh ot the tollowing is true lor hou negative reals a and b 
(A) V(aX + bY) = 0 if and only il a = h = 0 

(B) V(aX +bY) lies between (3 26 aml (3n 26)* 

(C) V(«X +bY) lies between 3u ad 25. 

(D) V(aX + bY) lies between (3a) and (26 

20. The noment geealiug tunetiom of a cotinutonas random variable N 

is given by M() = "*,xf Let dette the cmula 

tive distribition tinct ioni of a stamlared norual raneonn vrable, T hen 

P(X 2 0) is 

(A) 4(0). B d- (C) (D 

21. A multiple choice test ses tle tollowing seoring proertire tus listonrage

students fromm guessing. For ecli correct respoie the see I. lor each 

tihere are 4 choiees ot each qmestiou. what is the nnn munlner d in- 

correct ctioces tlIt te stent mlINt itte tetot" I Is nlViitageoS 

to guess aong the rest than leave the question asweted 

C (A 0. 



22 Each of 100 Jalboratory rats has available plain water and a mxture 

water and caffeie in their cages. After 24 hours. two meastireents 

were recorded for each rat: thr anount of eatfeine cousd (A) and 

Tne bood pressiire ()Based vn the data, the correlat1 (OPicn 

betwernand Y was foumd to be 0.128. Which of the following con- 

chusions is just ifird o the basis of the stuly' 

(A) The rorelation bet wr catfeinr comsuned and bloort presstire 

the populat ion of rats is 0428. 

(B rats stop drinking tle ixture of water ad calleine. their blood 

presiire will go down. 

(C) Rats Witli low blood presse do not consne the mixture of water 

calfee as mueh as rats with high blol pressure

(D) Abot 18% ol varatio n blood press eali le esplained bya 

inear relat ionship between ood presstire ad caltee cosuned. 

23 Suppose X is distribted as Bint. ) nnl the onlitional distribution 

of given A is NA.A*t T). Then the variane ofis 

(A) (B) (C) (D) 

21 Suppx N and) are mdepedent observations fron O, 1. For f >. 

defi git)- P(lA - )>IN Y)>). Then 

A gIs a strety etesg iinet lo 

B is a strietl eteasiy tutieto 



25 Let Ai. X2 X be independent and identically distributed N(1,a*) 
random variables. Let o? denote the maximum likelihood estimator ot 

a Then 

(A) = EA,- X and it is biased. 
(B) E(X, -A and it is unbiased. 
(C)= A 1 und it is insed. 
(D) o= A,- 1)2 and it is unbiased. 

26. Let A1. A2. A, be independent and identically distributed exponen- 
Then maximum ikelihood estimator tal taneom varlinbles with nean. 

of the median ot the distribution is 

(B) (log 2)A. (C) log 2/X (D) X/ log 2. A) Sample nedian 

Suppose N is a diserete random variable taking values1.0, 1, each with 

probability Let Y =A W Thich one ol the 1ollowing statements is 

cofTect 

ACorrelnt ion between A and ) is l 

B) and are positively correlated. 

(C) and Y are negatively correlated. 

(D) and are uneorrelated. 



28 Let A1.A2..... X, be independent and identically distributed random 
variables with probability density function 

<r< 2 
where A >01s an unknown parameter. Which one of the following Is 
a form of the most powerful test of its size for testing Ho : A =2 Vs 

H A = 1? 

(A) Reject Ho if D(X, - 1)2 > C. 

(B) Reject Ho if X,-1|>C. 
(C) Reject Ho if (X, - 1 <C. 

(D) Reject Ho if , A - 1|< C 

29. Suppose X and Y are independent and identically distributed 
continuous random variables and are independent of Z. Assume P(Z = 

1) = 1/2. Theu which of the following statements is always true? 

(A) X+ Y has the same distribution as Z(X +Y). 
(B) X - Y has the same distribution as Z(X - Y). 

(C) X/Y has the same distribution as Z(X/Y). 
Plxy) (D) XY has the same distribution as Z[XY). 

. Suppose 7Ti aud Ta are two ditferent reul valued statist ics each of which 
s Suficient for an unknown parameter b. Then, which of the following 
1s always true? 

A) T1+T2 is suticient for . 
(B) max(T1. 72} is sutfhcient tor b. 

(C) (T.T) is suticient for 6. 

(D) min{Ti. Ta} is suticient for B. 


